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BLOCKCHAIN
DEFINED

What is Blockchain?
In simplest terms, blockchain is a technology that enables value to be
transferred using only software; that is, without the need for trusted
intermediaries. It is a record-keeping system where transactions are executed,
validated, and recorded publicly.
A blockchain is a sequentially
organized set of blocks, where
each block contains a set of data
conforming to the rules of the
blockchain.
It enables groups to maintain the
sequence of the data, by tagging
each block with a hash, and
starting each block with a
reference to the previous block,
using the previous hash.
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LEDGER
Record and Track Transactions
•
•
•
•
•

A ledger is an append-only database most commonly used in accounting

The digital distributed ledger creates the same copy of the data across all the
participating nodes

All new transactions are digitally signed and then broadcast across the blockchain
network to be added to the system

Participants in the blockchain verify the transaction is valid and then write it to the
ledger
This is the technology originally designed to power the bitcoin currency
From
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Example Ledger
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Entire Network has
Same Ledger
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SHARED
All Participants Receive the Data
•
•
•

Traditional shared ledgers are centralized, requiring intermediaries or clearing houses
to record canonical transaction logs
Blockchain decentralizes ledgers across parties within a network eliminating the
middleman

Distributed nodes synchronize the ledger via p2p connectivity, eliminating manual
reconciliation
Traditional System

Centralized system with stored
ledger
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Blockchain System (Public or Private)

Decentralized system with distributed ledger
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Blockchain
A Secure, Shared, Distributed Ledger
Secure

Uses cryptograph
signatures and hashes

Distributed

Replicas on all full
nodes
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Shared

Common format used by
all participants

Ledger

Database is “write once” –
is an immutable record of
every transaction that
occurs
8

Smart Contracts
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CRYPT0CURRENCIES

WHAT ARE CRYPTO-CURRENCIES?
Crypto-currencies are Digital Money

Money serves as a…


Medium of exchange



Unit of Account



Store of Value

Crypto-currency is defined by
open-source protocols which
leverages a combination of…


P2P tech for transacting



Cryptography for security



Blockchain for ‘permanence’

But unlike conventional money,
Crypto-currencies are…


Bearer instruments, i.e. not credit/debt



Trusted on mathematical properties



Often decentralized
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WHAT IS BITCOIN?
As a currency…

It has a fixed supply of 21M
Bitcoins are divisible to 10-8 The smallest
transaction possible is for 0.00000001 BTC,
called 1 ‘satoshi’
 Median transaction time ranges between 8-16
minutes, with fees of 0.5%-1% of transaction
volume



As a crypto-currency it is:
the first invented
 the market-leader
 the commonly accepted ‘unit of
account’ for crypto-currency
businesses
 Has the largest network, with over
6k peer-to-peer nodes


Other Features:
 Decentralized
 Censorship Resistant
 Pseudonymous
BAKER BOTTS
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HISTORY OF BITCOIN
Satoshi Nakaomoto publishes Bitcoin whitepaper on the Cryptography Mailing list at
metzdowd.com

Oct
2008
May 2010
First record purchase of
Goods, via Bitcoin. $25
Papa Johns Pizza, for
10,000 Bitcoins

1

2

August 2010
Number overflow error'
allowed Hacker to
create 92B Bitcoins.
Blockchain was rolled
back, and software was
patched.

3

July 2010
First major Bitcoin Exchange, Mt.
Gox, is launched in Japan. It
enabled users to buy and sell
Bitcoin for Fiat money.
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May 2011
First major Bitcoin
Payment Processor,
BitPay, is founded. It
enables merchants to
accept Bitcoin and
receive Fiat.
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Jan 2011
The Silk Road is
established and uses
Bitcoin to conduct trade
of illicit drugs

6

Nov 2013
Vitalik Buterin
publishes the
Ethereum
Whitepaper

7

Oct 2013
FBI seized roughly
26,000 BTC from
Silk Road when it
shut down the
illicit drug market
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Feb 2014
Mt. Gox suspends
trading, declares
bankruptcy, and
reports that
744,000 Bitcoins
had been stolen.
Users who had a
balance on the
exchange at the
time lose their
funds.
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2013
2 companies debuted
the first Bitcoin ATMs,
in Vancouver. It
enables users to
purchase Bitcoins
with Cash

Jan 2015
UK-based
exchange
BitStamp is
hacked and
loses 19,000
Bitcoins
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July 2014
Ethereum
launches its
Initial Coin
Offering (ICO)
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Jun 2016
The DAO is hacked,
resulting in a loss of
funds totaling $50M
from investors. ETH
conducts a hard-fork
to rollback the chain
and recover funds.
ETC chain is created
as a version of the
chain which
continues without the
roll-back.

April 2017
Japan passes law
recognizing Bitcoin as
a legal payment
method, Russia
announces similar
legalization is in the
works
.
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15

July 2015
Ethereum’s
‘Frontier’ release is
live, launching the
first live Ethereum
network

14

Aug 2016
Hong-Kong
based exchange
BitFinex is
hacked and loses
120,000 Bitcoins

16

Sept 2017
Due to recent 'mania'
of Ethereum-based
ICOs, China
announces a ban on
ICOs and notifies all
China-based cryptocurrency exchanges
to cease operations.
Mining may still
continue.

13

2019 Value of Bitcoin
Bitcoin
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ADOPTION VARIES GLOBAL
Top places for Cryptocurrency entrepreneurs and
business

Legal status of Crypto-currency around the world
PERMISSIVE

CONTENTIOUS

HOSTILE

UNKNOWN

Americas




Toronto
New York
San Francisco




Europe




Asia




London
Amsterdam
Paris

China
Hong Kong
Japan
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Mountain
View
São Paulo

Berlin
Madrid

Korea
Singapore
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CURRENT REGULATIONS


United States - Bitcoin is viewed by regulators in different ways:
– FinCEN and SEC view as money
– CFTC views as a commodity
– IRS views as property






Only a handful of countries are hostile against Bitcoin
currency, including Bolivia and Ecuador. While other
countries are not completely hostile but are not permissive
(China and India for example).
European Court of Justice ruled that bitcoin was exempt
from value-added tax in October 2015.

By Open Source - http://bitaddress.org, MIT,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=30066474

There are more questions than answers around the
regulations of blockchain and its uses:

•

Who will be accountable for the transactions?

•

With the ease of transferring money globally, who will hold
jurisdiction in the event of an occurrence?

BAKER BOTTS

Bitcoin paper wallet generated at bitaddress.org
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RISKS AND GLOBAL ISSUES









Transactions are final and cannot be reversed
As a result, hacks typically result in a permanent loss of
funds
Pseudonymity is advantageous for nefarious uses (e.g.,
ransom)
Valuation is difficult due to no government or ‘official’
price index
Current lack of regulation allows anyone can create
their own cryptocurrency

BAKER BOTTS
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SOME USES OF
BLOCKCHAIN

WHAT MAKES A GOOD BLOCKCHAIN USE CASE?
Identifying a good blockchain use case is not always easy!
Requirements

A business problem to be solved

Solutions

Must have business value
and ROI

An identifiable business network

With Participants, Assets and
Transactions

A need for trust

Consensus, Immutability, Finality or
Provenance

BAKER BOTTS
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Is Blockchain Appropriate?
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Smart Contracts
•
•

Ethereum - block-chain platform featuring smart contract functionality
written in code.
Requires relationship between lawyers understanding client terms
and programmers of the contract.

Smart Contracts use cases:
- Energy
- Law
- Insurance
- Supply Chain
- Public/Healthcare records
- Real Estate
- Construction
- Retail
BAKER BOTTS

HOW SMART CONTRACTS WORK
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U.S.-Centric Blockchain Consortia

•

https://www.ethereum. • https://www.r3.com/cordaplatform/
org/

BAKER BOTTS

• https://www.ibm.com/bl
ockchain/hyperledger
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HOW BLOCKCHAIN CAN DISRUPT ASPECTS OF
INDUSTRY










Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Digital
Twins
Supply Chain Management
Payments

Loan Draws & Project Financing
Insurance

Project Documentation, Closeout, O&M

Transfer of Ownership/Assets (Real Estate)
Infrastructure Funding/”Tokenization” of
Infrastructure Assets

BAKER BOTTS
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Supply Chain Uses of Blockchain
Food

• IBM’s Food Trust (used by Walmart)

– transparency in food supply chain – includes growers,
processors, distributors, and retailers
– Expected to have large impact in China (related to food safety)
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Construction Uses of Blockchain
•

Procurement

•

Building Information Modeling (BIM)

•

Land Registration

•

Briq

– Services and Materials – similar to
supply chain tracking
– Automatic payment upon inspection

– 3D digital model providing quantitative
information on building
– Particularly in developing world
– Uses blockchain for whole building
tracking (from construction to
operation)
– Building recommendations engine
based on collected data

BAKER BOTTS
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USES AND RIGHTS IN
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAW

Uses and Rights of Blockchain in IP
• Rights management and
enforcement
• Stable record keeping of IPrelated data
• Demonstrable timestamp
evidence
• Product authentication and
provenance
• Precision licensing and royalties

BAKER BOTTS
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Rights Management
• Ownership, assignment, and other legal
events could be recorded in a blockchain
ledger
– Public availability increases transparency
and reduces opportunities for fraud
– Clear record of which rights have been
transferred can generate confidence in
transactions
– Veracity and accuracy of the record
simplifies due diligence

• These records could be kept for
commonly unregistered IP assets too
– Encrypted records and fast recording
times can address shortcomings that
affect these types of IP

BAKER BOTTS
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Stable Record Keeping
• Blockchain ledgers offer benefits over
conventional patent record systems like PAIR
– Nodes create redundancy, an issue with one
system doesn’t prevent access
– Distributed records can be accessed faster

• Blockchain’s decentralized structure is
conducive to global records
• Long-term, immutable records

BAKER BOTTS
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Evidence of Time-Specific Events
•

Blockchain ledgers can record nearimmutable timestamps for an event

– These “notary” services can create an
evidentiary record to support IP rights

•

These timestamps could be used to
determine who was first to file a patent

– A blockchain ledger could work as a more
precise timestamp than currently used in
patent offices

•

Similarly, these timestamps could
establish a record for prior art purposes
– For example, a ledger could be used to
record a publication or use that could
block a patent (or show that

•

For trademarks and copyright, these
timestamps can demonstrate creation
and use as needed

BAKER BOTTS
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Licensing and Royalties
•

Identify unlicensed uses and copies

– For example, a product could record each use to a
blockchain ledger, creating a history of uses outside the
terms of recorded licenses

– Tools like this are already being used to track music and
enforce copyright, including automated compulsory
licensing

•

Licensee
Licensee
Make
Make

Record
Record

Smart contracts can be used for precise and granular
control of royalties

– For example, a per-unit royalty could be structured as a
micropayment for every produced unit, executed by a
blockchain smart contract—when the licensee records a
production to the ledger the payment to the licensor would
be released, potentially in real-time as units are made
– This could also be implemented on a per-use or point-ofsale record

BAKER BOTTS

Smart
SmartContract
Contract

Pay
Pay

Licensor
Licensor
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Blockchain, IP, and the Internet of Things (IoT)
• Blockchain and IoT are
complementary technologies
• IoT can be used to
communicate real-world
information to the digital record
in a blockchain

– Consider the earlier royalty
example, if the licensee's
production line has IoT sensor data
for when a licensed unit is used,
that data might be submitted
directly to the smart contract,
automating the process

BAKER BOTTS
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BLOCKCHAIN
CHALLENGES &
RISKS

CHALLENGES FOR BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is not a new technology; it has been available since the introduction
of bitcoin in 2008. However, alternative applications in financial services have
not yet achieved a critical mass of acceptance. There are some reasons for this,
including the following.

Regulatory Approval Standards

BAKER BOTTS

Security

Scalability

Privacy

REGULATION CURRENTLY FOCUSED ON ICOs
“Initial Coin Offering” = ICO
• Sell “tokens” for a system before the system is built – allows
fund-raising for projects
• Utility tokens can be exchanged to use the system – E.g.:
•

Storj – tokens can be used to rent out excess storage space

•

Filecoin – tokens can be used to storage files on a
decentralized storage network

• Equity tokens represent a share (some including voting
rights) of the issuing company

BAKER BOTTS
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SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENT IN ICOs IS
OCCURRING
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Source: techcrunch.com
& tokendata.io
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WHAT REGULATORS THINK ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN
 General

“Do no Harm” approach

 Anti-fraud
 Consumer
 “SOC”

BAKER BOTTS

protections

for Blockchain on radar at AICPA
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WHAT HAS THE SEC SAID?
 SEC






Provides Guidance:

December 11, 2017 Statement of SEC Chair Jay Clayton
(https://www.sec.gov/news/public-statement/statement-clayton-2017-12-11)
July 25, 2017 SEC Investor Bulletin on Initial Coin Offerings
(https://www.investor.gov/additional-resources/news-alerts/alertsbulletins/investor-bulletin-initial-coin-offerings)
July 25, 2017 SEC Investigative Report on “The DAO” token offering
(https://www.sec.gov/litigation/investreport/34-81207.pdf)
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SEC Enforcements
 Plexcoin

– December 2017, June 2018, September 2018

A “faster” bitcoin
SEC said it was a “fraud that raised up to $15 million from thousands of investors
since August by falsely promising a 13-fold profit in less than a month.”
 Assets frozen twice, and sanctions sought for contempt in EDNY



 AriseBank

– January 2018

“We allege that AriseBank and its principals sought to raise hundreds of millions
from investors by misrepresenting the company as a first-of-its-kind decentralized
bank offering its own cryptocurrency to be used for a broad range of customer
products and services.”
 “Attempting to conceal what we allege to be fraudulent securities offerings under
the veneer of technological terms like ‘ICO’ or ‘cryptocurrency’ will not escape the
Commission’s oversight or its efforts to protect investors.”
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REGULATORS
 SEC

and CFTC
• Warnings to organizations in the digital currency business
• Warnings to professionals serving businesses in the digital currency
business
 State actions
• Trying to accommodate business (to some extent)
• Trying to protect consumers
• Issuing warnings/caution specific to crypto-currencies and in some
instances, not allowing activity without approval, registration, or state
approved license
 Country actions
• Not allowing ICOs
• Not allowing crypto-currencies
 Review of breaches
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CONCLUSION

QUESTIONS
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